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Abstract
Out-of-plane nuclear motion stimulated in the core-excited state and symmetry breaking due to this nuclear motion
have been investigated for B 1s excitation in the BF3 molecule by a combination of three diﬀerent experimental
methods: angle-resolved ion-yield spectroscopy, vibrationally resolved resonant Auger electron spectroscopy and
quadruple-ion coincidence momentum-imaging technique.
Ó 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
When a core electron of an atom in a molecule
is excited, in general, the core hole relaxes by the
Auger electron emission and ionic fragmentation
proceeds along the dissociation path on the
*
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potential energy surface of the Auger-ﬁnal state.
The lifetime of the core-excited state for light atoms such as B, C, N, O and F is of the order of
1015 s, i.e., femtoseconds (fs). Within this short
time scale, however, nuclear motion of the molecule proceeds in the core-excited state in competition with the Auger decay [1–4].
We are particularly interested in core excitations of polyatomic molecules because of the
following reasons. In the case of polyatomic
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molecules, the symmetry of the stable geometry of
the core-excited state is often diﬀerent from that of
the ground state [5–7] and as a result nuclear
motion takes place towards a new stable geometry
after the core excitation of the ground-state molecule. This nuclear motion induces the symmetry
breaking and aﬀects the subsequent electronic decay and ionic fragmentation processes. Thus one
may be able to open up a new ionic fragmentation
channel using the core excitation [8–10].
This paper is concerned with the core excitation
of the BF3 molecule. This molecule has a D3h
planar geometry in the ground state and its electronic conﬁguration is
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Here ‘‘(core)’’ includes F 1s and B 1s electrons. 1a01
and 1e0 are inner-valence orbitals whose character
is mostly F 2s. The next six occupied orbitals are
outer valence orbitals: 2a01 , 2e0 and 1a002 are bonding, 3e0 and 1e00 are slightly bonding having mostly
F 2p character, whereas 1a02 is non-bonding having
pure F 2p character. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is 2a002 having B 2pz character and is non-bonding. The 4e0 unoccupied
molecular orbital has antibonding character and is
located in energy above the ionization threshold
forming a shape resonance.
There are four vibrational modes ðv1 ; v2 ; v3 ; v4 Þ
in the ground state of the BF3 molecule of D3h
symmetry; the symmetric stretching (breathing)
mode m1 of a01 symmetry (m1  110 meV), the outof-plane bending mode m2 of a002 symmetry (m2  89
meV), the asymmetric stretching mode m3 of e0
symmetry (m3  186 meV) and the asymmetric
wagging mode m4 of e0 symmetry (m4  60 meV)
[11]. We expect the vibrational frequencies of these
modes to change slightly from the ground state of
the neutral to the core-ionized and core-to-Rydberg excited states of BF3 , due to the non-bonding
character of the orbitals involved. Since m3 and m4
do not play a role in the present study, we consider
only the m1 and m2 modes ðv1 ; v2 Þ throughout this
paper unless indicated.
In the work described here, we focus on the
excitation of the B 1s electron to the LUMO 2a002 .
The B 1s1 2a002 core-excited state has a trigonometric pyramidal equilibrium geometry of C3v

symmetry [12]. Thus, after the core excitation, the
central B atom is expected to go oﬀ transverse to
the molecular plane determined by the three F
atoms, towards the new equilibrium geometry. We
investigate this out-of-plane nuclear motion (i.e.,
m2 vibration of a002 symmetry), in relation to the
ionic fragmentation after the Auger decay.
The experimental techniques employed here are
angle-integrated (total) and angle-resolved ionyield spectroscopy [13,14], subnatural-lifetimewidth resonant Auger spectroscopy [15], and
multiple-ion coincidence momentum-imaging
technique [16]. The ion-yield spectra are recorded in
the energy region not only for the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation but also for the B 1s ! 3sa01 excitation that
arises as a result of vibronic coupling. The resonant
Auger spectra are recorded at some energies across
B 1s ! 2a002 resonance and compared with the direct
photoemission spectrum. The multiple-ion coincidence momentum-imaging spectra are recorded at
the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation and at the B 1s ! 4e0
excitation above the B 1s ionization threshold.
The valence photoelectron spectrum of BF3 was
investigated by Haller et al. [17] Hagenow et al. [18]
and by Shpinkova et al. [19]. The B 1s absorption
spectrum of BF3 was investigated by Ishiguro et al.
[20]. The electronic decay after B 1s ! 2a002 excitation was investigated by several groups [21–23]. The
ionic fragmentation after B 1s ! 2a002 excitation was
investigated by means of various coincidence
techniques such as resonant-Auger-electron–
photoion coincidence (RAEPICO) [24,25] and
photoelectron–photoion–photoion
coincidence
(PEPIPIC0) [12]. The structure of the B 1s1 2a002
state was investigated by means of ab initio selfconsistent ﬁeld calculations [12] and by means of
vibronic-coupling model-potential calculations
[23,26]. These extensive investigations provide
us with a solid basis for designing the present dedicated experiments and for the analyses of the
results.

2. Experiment
All the experiments are carried out on the c
branch of the soft X-ray photochemistry beamline
27SU at SPring-8 [27]. A schematic diagram of the
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c-branch of BL27SU and its end-stations for gasphase experiments is presented in Fig. 1. The radiation source is a ﬁgure-8 undulator (a in Fig. 1)
and provides linearly polarized light: the polarization vector E is horizontal for the ﬁrst-order
harmonic light and vertical for the 0.5th order
harmonic light [28,29]. In the energy region of interest (200 eV), however, one can use only 0.5th
order harmonic light.
The monochromator installed in this branch (b
in Fig. 1) is of Hettrick-type. It has three exchangable varied line-space plane gratings and covers
the photon energy region between 150 eV and 2.5
keV [30]. The highest achievable resolutions are
between 10,000 and 20,000, depending on energy.
The photon band widths employed in the present
experiments are 15–30 meV at 200 eV. Three
exchangable focusing mirrors of diﬀerent curvatures are placed in the mirror chamber (c in Fig. 1)
and used to focus the photon beam into diﬀerent
experimental chambers, placed at three diﬀerent
positions.
The general-purpose chamber (d in Fig. 1) [31]
contains the total ion-yield (TIY) detector (d1 in
Fig. 1) [13], aligned vertically. A pair of energeticion detectors (d2 in Fig. 1) [14] are placed horizontally and vertically in the same chamber, 250
mm downstream of the TIY detector along the
incident photon beam. The angle-resolved ionyield curves for the energetic ions are measured by
use of these ion detectors, with the retarding
voltage set to 6 V.

137

The high-resolution electron spectroscopy apparatus (f in Fig. 1) is placed downstream of the
general-purpose chamber. It consists of a hemispherical electron energy analyzer (SES2002 by
Gammadata–Scienta), a gas cell and a diﬀerentially pumped main chamber [15]. The lens axis of
the analyzer is in the horizontal direction and the
entrance slit of the analyzer is set to be parallel to
the photon beam direction. The whole system sits
on an XYZ stage so that the focus point of the
analyzer can be adjusted easily to the ﬁxed photon
beam position. The gas cell is operated at 103
Torr while the analyzer chamber is maintained at
106 Torr.
Resonant Auger spectra of BF3 molecules are
recorded under the conditions where the excitation
photon band widths 15–30 meV are smaller than
the natural lifetime width C  60 meV of the B 1s
core-excited state and the band width of the electron energy analyzer is set to approximately the
same value of the photon band width. In this way
we can record resonant Auger spectra whose
overall widths are smaller than the natural lifetime
width of the core-excited state [32,33]. Such measurements may be called subnatural-lifetime-width
resonant Auger spectroscopy.
The high-resolution electron spectroscopy apparatus can be replaced by the multiple-ion coincidence momentum-imaging apparatus (e in Fig. 1).
The momentum-imaging technique is based on the
time-of-ﬂight (TOF) method combined with a twodimensional (2D) position-sensitive detector. Here,

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup.
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we consider the case where we detect all the four
fragment ions produced from the quadruply
charged parent ions BF4þ
3 created after rapid multiple Auger decay. Complete registration of all the
fragments allows one to extract all the kinematical
information for the linear momentum ðPx ; Py ; Pz Þ of
each fragment ion without ambiguity.
In the momentum-imaging experiment, a BF3
sample gas is introduced in the ionization point in
the form of a supersonic jet and crosses the photon
beam perpendicularly. The photon band width is
set to 30 meV. The TOF axis is ﬁxed perpendicularly to both the light beam and the E vector
of the incident light. The ion extraction ﬁeld is 20
V/mm, the length of the acceleration region is 71
mm, and the length of the drift region is about
twice this value (i.e., 140 mm), so as to satisfy the
space-focusing condition [34]. The TOF mass
spectrometer is equipped with a multihit positionsensitive detector. It consists of micro-channel
plates with eﬀective diameter of 80 mm and a
hexagonal-type delay-line anode (Hex80 by
Roentdek [35]). This recently developed threelayer delay-line anode allows us to register positions and TOFs of more than two ions with the
same mass (i.e., Fþ in the present experiment) in
coincidence without suﬀering from the deadtime
intrinsic to the conventional square delay-line anode.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Total ion yields
Fig. 2 presents the TIY spectrum of BF3 in the
B 1s excitation region. We consider the TIY
spectrum to be equivalent to the photoabsorption
spectrum. The prominent broad band at 195.5 eV
corresponds to the promotion of the B 1s electron
to the LUMO 2a002 . The width of this band
(FWHM) is 250 meV, much larger than the expected natural lifetime width C  60 meV and the
excitation photon band width 20 meV. It is not
possible to resolve any vibrational structure. This
is because the energy splitting among the vibronic
levels is smaller than the natural lifetime width of
the core-hole state.

Fig. 2. The TIY spectrum of BF3 in the B 1s excitation region.

The weak band at 198.2 eV corresponds to the
B 1s ! 3sa01 transition. This transition is electronically forbidden but it arises as a result of
pseudo-Jahn–Teller vibronic coupling between the
B 1s1 2a002 and B 1s1 3sa01 states via the out-ofplane m2 vibrations of a002 symmetry. Vibrational
structure is observable in this band. The energy
splitting of the two prominent vibrational components is 100 meV and corresponds to the frequency of the breathing vibrations m1 . The two
prominent components are thus assigned to ðv1 ; 1Þ
with v1 ¼ 0; 1.
Tanaka et al. [26] analysed the absorption
spectrum for these two bands, B 1s ! 2a002 and B
1s ! 3sa01 , recorded with much larger photon
band width [36], using the vibronic coupling
model. In their analysis only the m2 out-of-plane
vibrational mode is taken into account and the
matrix element of the pseudo-Jahn–Teller coupling
between the B 1s1 2a002 and B 1s1 3sa1 states is
estimated in such a way to reproduce the intensity
ratio of these two bands. Because of this coupling,
the potential energy curves for the B 1s1 2a002 and
1s1 3sa01 states along the out-of-plane vibrational
coordinate Q2 strongly repel each other near the
origin and thus the B 1s1 2a002 state becomes unstable at the origin. The calculation for the excitation from the ground state to the B 1s1 2a002 state
predicted that many unresolved m2 vibrational
components form a slightly asymmetric band with
a small tail toward lower energy, due to the negative sign of the the second-order derivative of
the the potential energy curve at the origin. The
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calculation for the B 1s ! 3sa01 band on the other
hand predicted that only one strong component
ð0; 1Þ appears. (Note that the model by Tanaka
et al. does not include the m1 mode.) These predictions are in reasonable agreement even with the
present high-resolution spectrum.
3.2. Angle-resolved ion yields
The angle-resolved ion-yield spectroscopy of
fragment ions provides information about symmetries of inner-shell excited states of linear molecules [37–39], because the direction of the ion
ejection relative to the polarization vector E reﬂects
the direction of the dipole moment relative to the
molecular axis. This type of measurements, called
symmetry-resolved absorption spectroscopy [40–42],
relies on the fact that the core-hole decay and
fragmentation occur much faster than the molecular rotation, and thus the axial-recoil approximation [43,44] is valid. The extension of this
technique to a planar molecule of D3h symmetry is
straightforward. If one assumes that the molecular
fragmentation is within the molecular plane determined by the three F atoms, the values of the
anisotropy parameter b of fragment ions are expected to be bA002 ¼ 1 for the A01 ! A002 transition,
in which the transition dipole moment is perpendicular to the molecular plane, and bE0 ¼ 0:5 for
the A01 ! E0 transition, in which the transition dipole moment is parallel to the molecular plane [45].
The lower panel of Fig. 3 presents the energetic
ion yields Ið0Þ and Ið90Þ with kinetic energy larger
than 6 eV recorded at 0° and 90° relative to the E
vector. First we focus on the B 1s ! 3sa01 band.
The intensity of this band in Ið90Þ is much stronger
than in Ið0Þ, suggesting that the observed transition is A01 ! A002 . This is consistent with the vibronic coupling picture in which the B 1s ! 3sa01
transition becomes possible as a result of the intensity borrowing from the B 1s ! 2a002 (A01 ! A002 )
transition [26]. The intensity of the B 1s ! 3sa01
band in Ið0Þ is weak but still recognizable. This
implies that there is a ﬁnite probability that the
central B atom goes oﬀ transverse to the molecular
plane by the weak bending motion (v2 ¼ 1) in the
core-excited state and then the Bþ ion is ejected in
the ionic fragmentation after the Auger decay

Fig. 3. Angle-resolved energetic (KE > 6 eV) ion-yield spectra
of BF3 in the B 1s excitation region, recorded at 0° and 90°
relative to the E vector.

having a small velocity component perpendicular
to the molecular plane.
Now we focus on the B 1s ! 2a002 band. Although this band arises from the A01 ! A002 transition, the intensity Ið0Þ is as signiﬁcant as Ið90Þ. The
previous lower-resolution study illustrated that, at
the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation, the Bþ ion is ejected with
large kinetic energy, having a signiﬁcant velocity
component perpendicular to the molecular plane,
and as a result the symmetry resolution in the
energetic ion-yield measurement is severely deteriorated [25]. The present high-resolution measurement is consistent with the the previous one and
conﬁrms the previous discussion [25].
The anisotropy parameter b ¼ 2½Ið0Þ  Ið90Þ =
½Ið0Þ þ 2 Ið90Þ is plotted in the upper panel of
Fig. 3. The peak position of the B 1s ! 2a002 resonance in Ið0Þ is slightly lower in energy than that in
Ið90Þ. As a result, the b value decreases from
)0.1 to )0.3 when the energy increases across
the B 1s ! 2a002 band. This implies that, at lower
excitation energy, there is a higher possibility of
ejecting ions with large velocity components perpendicular to the molecular plane. A similar variation of b was also observed across the F 1s ! 2a002
band of BF3 [45].
Recall that similar variations of the b value
across the band were also reported for the C/O
1s ! 2pu excitation bands in CO2 [46,13]. In the
case of the C/O 1s ! 2pu excitations in CO2 , there
exist the overlapping linear and bent Renner–
Teller pair states and the excitation ratio to the
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linear and bent states changes as a function of
energy across the band. This may partly explain
the variation of b across the 1s ! 2pu band. The B
1s1 2a002 state in BF3 is, on the other hand, not
degenerate and thus the variation of b across the
band should be attributed to diﬀerent samplings of
the potential energy surface within a single electronic state.
The B 1s1 2a002 core-excited state has a C3v trigonometric pyramidal equilibrium geometry,
whereas the ground state has a D3h planar equilibrium geometry. The excitation at lower energy
thus corresponds to the creation of the wave packet
at the nuclear coordinate where the B atom is more
displaced from the plane. The wave packet then
evolves in the B 1s1 2a002 state and the B atom goes
oﬀ further transverse to the plane, in competition
with the Auger decay. The Auger decay takes place
mainly near the nuclear coordinate at the time of
excitation (Condon point) because the natural
lifetime (10 fs) is shorter than the vibrational
period (50 fs). After the Auger decay, the ionic
fragmentation takes place along the repulsive surface of the Auger ﬁnal state. The observed variation of b suggests that, the more the B atom is out
of the plane at the excitation, the more the Bþ ion
receives the recoil momentum component transverse to the plane in the ionic fragmentation. This
result may be a natural consequence of the ionic
fragmentation (Coulomb explosion) that occurs
reﬂecting the nuclear coordinate at the time when
the ionization (i.e., the Auger decay) takes place.
In summary, based on the angle-resolved ionyield spectra in the region of the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation, we can infer that the out-of-plane nuclear
motion proceeds in the core-excited state towards
the new equilibrium geometry so that the B atom is
out of the plane at the time of the Auger decay.
The displacement of the B atom is however small,
on average, relative to the distance to the outer
turning point. Thus the displacement of the B
atom at the time of the Auger decay still reﬂects
the one at the time of excitation.
3.3. Electron emission
In order to conﬁrm the competition between the
nuclear motion and the Auger emission described

in the previous section, in this section we investigate the Auger emission.
The Auger emission after the resonant excitation of the core electron to the unoccupied orbital
is called resonant Auger emission. In the independent particle approximation, the resonant Auger
emission is classiﬁed into two groups. If the excited
electron participates in the Auger decay, the decay
is called participator Auger decay. The ﬁnal state of
this decay is the same as that of the direct photoemission from the valence orbital and thus the
participator Auger emission is observed as the
resonance enhancement of the photoemission from
the valence orbital. If the excited electron behaves
as a spectator in the Auger decay, the decay is
called spectator Auger decay. The spectator Auger
decay is observed as the resonance enhancement of
the satellite photoemission. The ﬁnal states of the
spectator Auger decay are two-hole one-particle in
the valence orbitals. The aim of the present resonant photoemission investigation is to extract the
information of the nuclear motion in the B 1s1 2a002
core-excited state in the BF3 molecule. For this
purpose, we focus on the vibrational structures
observed in the participator Auger emission.
In Fig. 4(a), the electron emission spectrum
recorded at the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation is compared
with the direct photoemission spectrum from the
six valence orbitals 2a01 , 2e0 , 1a002 , 3e0 , 1e00 and 1a02 .
The photon and electron energy band widths employed are 15 meV for both. Vibrational struc2 00
tures are clearly resolved for the C 1a001
A2 , D
2
01 2 0
01 2 0
2e
E and E 2a1 A1 emission bands. The
electron emission for these bands, as well as for the
B 3e01 2 E0 band, is strongly enhanced by the B
1s ! 2a002 excitation.
Focus on the C band. The enlarged spectrum of
this band is shown in Fig. 4(b). Here the spectrum
is plotted in binding energy scale relative to the
ð0; 0Þ component of the C band. The vibrational
progression with the spacing of 96 meV observed
in the direct photoemission is attributed to the m1
progression ðv1 ; 0Þ [17], as illustrated in the ﬁgure.
Each vibrational component is strongly enhanced
by the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation. If the lifetimes of the
core-excited state were practically zero, the photoemission band would be enhanced without
change of vibrational distribution. The envelop of
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Fig. 4. Electron spectra of BF3 corresponding to the emssion from the six outer valence orbitals. The resonant photoemission at the B
1s ! 2a002 resonance is compared with the direct photoemission: (a) in the binding energy between 15 and 25 eV, (b) to the C2 A002 ionic
state, (c) to the D2 E0 ionic state and (d) to the E2 A01 ionic state.

the ðv1 ; 0Þ progression is however slightly modiﬁed
by the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation, suggesting that the
nuclear motion proceeds slightly along the m1 coordinate in the core-excited state. In the resonant
photoemission spectrum, one can recognize additional vibrational progression which exhibits the
peaks on the higher energy side of the ðv1 ; 0Þ peaks
with v1 P 1. This progression may be attributed to
the ðv1 ; 2Þ progression (m2  80 meV). The features
which appear above 0.5 eV may be attributed to
other vibrational components ðv1 ; v2 Þ but we face
diﬃculties to identify the vibrational quanta, because the observed spacings are not regular and
thus multimode vibronic couplings and Fermi
resonances seem to play a role.
Focus on the D band. The enlarged spectrum of
this band is shown in Fig. 4(c). The vibrational
progresson with the spacing of 92 meV observed in

the direct photoemission is attributed to ðv1 ; 0Þ
[17]. One may notice that there exist unresolved
vibrational components between the revolved
beaks. In the photoelectron spectrum excited by
the He I radiation, one can recognize two additional progressions, descplanced from ðv1 ; 0Þ by
60 and 40 meV [18,19]. One of them may be
attributed to ðv1 ; 0; 0; 1Þ, with m4  60 meV, which
appears as a result of Jahn–Teller coupling [17],
though the assignments are not conlusive [18,19].
In the resonant photoemission spectrum, besides
strong enhancement for the members observed in
the direct photoemission spectrum, one can recognize some additional vibrational components. It
is clear that these components include excitation of
the m2 mode. However, we cannot give the deﬁnite
assignments for the vibrational quantum numbers,
because the observed spacings are quite irregular,
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illustrating multimode vibronic couplings and
Fermi resonances.
Focus on the E band. The enlarged spectrum of
this band is shown in Fig. 4(d). The direct photoemission band was well characterized by Haller et
al. [17]. The dominant progression with the spacing
of 98 meV is ðv1 ; 0; 0; 0Þ: the intensity sharply drops
with an increase in v1 . One can also recognize the
weak progression ðv1 ; 0; 1; 0Þ with m3  248 meV.
The second progression appears as a result of
pseudo-Jahn–Teller coupling with the D state. In
the resonant photoemission spectrum, one ﬁnds a
well-extended vibrational progression. None of the
vibrational components, besides ð0; 0; 0; 0Þ, corresponds to the one observed in the direct photoemission and thus may be assigned to the
ð0; v2 ; 0; 0Þ progression. The spacings are in general
regular, i.e., 79 4 meV, whereas the intensity alters for the lower vibrational components.
In the previous moderate-resolution measurements [22,23], this vibrational progression was
observed as continuous long tails without vibrational structures, because of the insuﬃcient resolution employed. The extended vibrational
progression was observed also by Miron et al. [47]
with lower resolution than the present measurement. The extended vibrational progression is direct evidence that the Auger decay occurs while the
wave packet evolves in the core-excited state and
the nuclear motion proceeds. The nuclear motion
we are probing here is the displacement of the B
atom transverse to the molecular plane.
With the help of a classical picture, the extended
vibrational progression can be interpreted as follows. The kinetic energy of the Auger electron
corresponds to the energy diﬀerence of the adiabatic potentials between the core-excited and Auger ﬁnal states. The Auger kinetic energy decreases
while the B atom moves along the adiabatic potential curve in the out-of-plane direction in the B
1s1 2a002 core-excited state, because the core-excited
state is unstable at the origin. Thus the Auger
emission exhibits the tail towards the lower kinetic
energy side, i.e., towards the higher binding energy
side. This classical picture is fully supported by
quantum calculations based on the vibronic coupling model [26]. The calculations indeed predicted
a long progression of the m2 out-of-plane vibrations

towards the higher binding energy side of the
photoemission band. The Auger emisson in competition with the nuclear motion in the core-excited
state is called dynamical Auger emission [23,26].
Note that the calculations of Tanaka et al. were
made within the simple model where only the m2
mode is considered and furthermore the potential
curves along the m2 coordinate are assumed to be
the same for the three Auger ﬁnal states C, D and
E. These oversimpliﬁcations prevent us from
quantitative comparison of the calculations with
the present high-resolution spectrum.
In the resonant photoemission spectrum of Fig.
4(a), there appears two satellite structures S1 and
S2 . Tanaka et al. [26] attributed the S1 (S2 ) satellite
to the Auger emission around the point where the
adiabatic potential energy curves of the B 1s1 2a002
core-excited state and the Auger ﬁnal state 2e01
(1a001
2 ) become parallel. The satellite structures
originating from the parallelness between the two
adiabatic potentials of the core-excited and Auger
ﬁnal states were observed also in the resonant
Auger spectrum of the O2 molecule [4]. If this is
the case, the S1 and S2 satellites will remain at
nearly constant kinetic energy even though the
photon energy is scanned across the B 1s ! 2a002
band, as demonstrated for O2 , because the kinetic
energy corresponding to the satellite is determined
by the energy diﬀerence between two adiabatic
potentials of the core-excited and Auger ﬁnal
states where the potential curves become parallel.
In Figs. 5(a) and (b), we present the emission
spectra in the vicinity of the S1 and S2 satellites
excited by three diﬀerent photon energies, in the
binding and kinetic energy scales, respectively. The
photon and electron energy band widths employed
are 30 meV for both. The S1 and S2 satellites stay
at nearly the same kinetic energies as seen in
Fig. 5(b), independent of the excitation energies.
This observation is consistent with the prediction
by Tanaka et al. It should be noted that Miron et al.
[47] found that these satellites move slightly by the
larger change of excitation energy and thus
attributed formation of these satellites to the outerturning point eﬀect. Further theoretical investigations are demanded to draw a decisive conclusion.
Finally, it may be worth to note the behaviors
relative intensities of the vibrational components
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state is taken into account, as introduced by Tanaka et al. [26].
In summary, the observed electron emission
spectra fully supports the following picture. The
out-of-plane nuclear motion proceeds in the B
1s1 2a002 core-excited state in competition with the
Auger decay. The Auger decay occurs mostly near
the Condon point where the excitation takes place.
This results in the resonance enhancement of the
vibrational components observed in the direct
photoemission. The Auger decay occurring after
the displacement of the B atom transverse to the
molecular plane ends up with the long vibrational
progression of the Auger ﬁnal state. The observed
emission spectra are qualitatively consistent with
the predictions by Tanaka et al. In order to understand the detailed vibrational structures observed in the present high resolution resonant
photoemission spectra, however, it is indispensable
to take account of the multistate, multimode vibronic couplings, as well as interference eﬀects between the discrete and continuum channels and
among the vibrational components. Such theoretical studies are under considerations.
3.4. Multiple-ion coincidence momentum imaging

Fig. 5. Electron spectra corresponding to the resonant photoemission via the B 1s1 2a002 core-excited state, plotted against (a)
binding energy and (b) kinetic energy. X is the diﬀerence between the excitation energy and the peak position of the B
1s ! 2a002 resonance at 195.5 eV.

ð0; v2 Þ in the E band. In the on-resonant spectrum
(X ¼ 0 eV) the relative intensity decreases with v2
for the ﬁrst three members (ð0; v2 Þ with
v2 ¼ 0; 1; 2), whereas it alternates for the higher
members (v2 > 2). As one compares the spectra for
positive (X ¼ 0:12 eV) and negative (X ¼ 0:12
eV) detuning, the relative intensities of the ﬁrst
three peaks are almost the same for positive and
negative detuning, whereas those of the higher
vibrational members are higher for negative detuning than for positive detuning. These behaviors
cannot be explained with a simple model where
only one vibrational mode m2 in a single electronic

Both ion-yields and electron emission spectra
strongly suggest that the out-of-plane m2 nuclear
motion is stimulated in the B 1s1 2a002 core-excited
state. In this section, we illustrate how we could
snapshot core-excited BF3 molecule at the time of
the Auger decay by use of the multiple-ion coincidence momentum-imaging technique.
The quadruply charged BF4þ
3 molecular parent
ion can be produced by the multiple Auger decay
of the inner-shell excited or ionized states of BF3 .
This channel is very weak, representing less than
1% of the total ionization yield. This quadruply
charged molecular ion has high internal energy
and breaks up very rapidly due to Coulomb explosion. Then the bond-rupture is simultaneous
and the axial-recoil approximation [43,44] is valid.
Thus, despite the small branching ratio to the
formation of the quadruply charged BF4þ
3 molecular parent ion, the vector correlation among the
linear momenta of the four ions reﬂects the
geometry of the core-excited molecule at the time
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when the Auger decay takes place, because the
properties of the excited state are independent of
the decay channel. In order to snapshot the coreexcited molecule at the time of the Auger decay,
we examine the linear momenta of the fragments
Bþ and three Fþ produced from the parent molecular ion BF4þ
3 , measured in coincidence.
The vector correlation among the linear momenta of three particles produced by three-body
break-up can be well represented by the Dalitz
plots [48]. Fig. 6 helps to explain the way to construct the Dalitz plot. We introduce the normalized, squared momentum i for each ion i,

the plane perpendicular to the linear momentum of
the Bþ ion, i.e., the molecular plane, measured in
coincidence. Fig. 7 presents the Dalitz plots for the
projected linear momenta of the three Fþ ions thus
deﬁned. The upper one is recorded at the B
1s ! 4e0 shape resonance above the B 1s ionization threshold, whereas the lower one is recorded
at the B 1s ! 2a002 excitation. In both cases, most of
the events are located near the central part of the
Dalitz plots, suggesting that the linear momenta of
the three Fþ ions have almost equal sizes and thus

2

jPi j
i ¼ P
;
2
i jPi j

ð2Þ

where Pi is the linear momentum of the ion i, and
deﬁne the Cartesian coordinates xD and yD as
xD ¼

2  3
;
31=2

1
yD ¼ 1  :
3

ð3Þ

Then all the data points ðx; yÞ are within the circle
in Fig. 6 and the distances from the data point
ðx; yÞ to the three sides of the regular triangle are i .
In order to use the Dalitz plots for investigating
the vector correlation among the four linear momenta of the four particles produced by the fourbody break-up, we take the projection of the three
linear momenta of the three particles to the plane
perpendicular to the linear momentum of the remaining fourth particle. First consider the projections of the linear momenta of the three Fþ ions to

Fig. 6. Deﬁnition of the Dalitz plot (see text).

Fig. 7. Dalitz plots for the three Fþ fragments produced from
0
BF4þ
3 . Upper plot, recorded at the B 1s ! 4e shape resonance.
00
Lower plot, recorded at the B 1s ! 2a2 excitation. Projections
are taken for the linear momenta of the three Fþ ions to the
plane perpendicular the linear momentum of the Bþ ion, recorded in coincidence.
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the rupture of the three Bþ –Fþ bonds is simultaneous and symmetric.
One may notice that a fraction of data are located near the three radial axis. This is clear especially in the upper plot. These data points may
perhaps reﬂect the sequential decay. Further detailed analysis is however demanded to draw the
deﬁnite conclusion.
Now we investigate the expulsion of the Bþ
fragment perpendicular to the molecular plane, in
order to obtain evidence for the out-of-plane m2
molecular vibrations. Let us consider the projections of linear momenta of the Bþ ion and the two
Fþ ions to the plane perpendicular to the linear
momentum of the remaining Fþ ion. Fig. 8 presents
the corresponding Dalitz plots recorded at the B
1s ! 4e0 shape resonance and at the B 1s ! 2a002
excitation. First we focus on the data in the upper
panel, recorded at the B 1s ! 4e0 shape resonance.
Most of the data points are close to the bottom.
This clearly indicates that the linear momentum of
the Bþ ion is small and the ionic dissociation is
mainly within the molecular plane. The non-zero
component of the Bþ linear momentum is small but
still ﬁnite. Even though the stable geometry of the
B 1s1 4e0 state and of the B 1s1 ionized state is
planar, the B atom goes oﬀ slightly transverse to
the molecular plane due to the zero-point m2 vibration. The Coulomb explosion enhances this
small displacement, resulting in a non-negligible
component of the linear momentum of the Bþ ion
transverse to the molecular plane. Now we focus on
the data in the lower panel, recorded at the B
1s ! 2a002 excitation. It can be seen that the island at
the bottom is elongated towards positive vertical
axis and the intensity at the central part of the
Dalitz plot is greatly enhanced, suggesting that the
linear momentum of the Bþ ion is increased. We
recall that the rupture of the three Bþ –Fþ bonds is
simultaneous and symmetric as seen in Fig. 7. Thus
the increase in the Bþ linear momentum shown in
Fig. 8 is a direct proof that the out-of-plane motion
proceeds to a certain amount in the B 1s1 2a002 coreexcited state before the Auger decay occurs.
In summary, we snapshot the BF3 molecule at
the time of the Auger decay, in the space of the
linear momenta of the four fragment ions. The
result fully conﬁrms the physical picture derived
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Fig. 8. Dalitz plots for the Bþ and two of the three Fþ fragments produced from BF4þ
3 . Upper plot, recorded at the B
1s ! 4e0 shape resonance. Lower plot, recorded at the B
1s ! 2a002 excitation. Projections are taken for the linear momenta of Bþ and two Fþ to the plane perpendicular to the linear
momentum of the remaining Fþ ion, recorded in coincidence.

on the basis of the ion-yields spectra and the
electron emission spectra about the out-of-plane m2
vibrational motion proceeding in the B 1s1 2a002
state before the Auger decay occurs.

4. Conclusion
We presented how the combination of three
diﬀerent experimental techniques, total and angleresolved ion-yield spectroscopy, vibrationally
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resolved resonant Auger spectroscopy and multiple-ion coincidence momentum-imaging technique, have been employed to investigate nuclear
motion and symmetry breaking in the core-excited
state. The results obtained by using diﬀerent
techniques fully support each other, and are also in
agreement with theoretical predictions. The present work has focused on B 1s1 2a002 core-excited
state of the BF3 molecule, but the same investigation can be carried out for diﬀerent excitations
and other polyatomic molecules.
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